Rely on
Grass That
Lasts as a
matter of
course.

Whether it’s a golf green for your backyard or greens
for a whole golf course, Grass That Lasts can design and

install the very best tournament quality synthetic greens available. By paying special attention in
design and construction, Grass That Lasts creates a realistic surface that plays truly and can be found
at the homes of some of the world’s leading professional golfers. Grass That Lasts has constructed
synthetic greens across Australia and overseas including The World’s Longest Golf Course Nullarbor Links, Cocos Islands Golf Course and Preston Beach.
Call us to enquire about synthetic golf grass for your property.

For more information or for a free quote, call 1300 558 089 or email info@grassthatlasts.com.au
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Synthetic Putting Greens
These are great for golf courses where water
supply is an issue or there’s no budget for
maintenance. This is exactly the material used to
create the green of the World’s Longest Golf
Course and there certainly isn’t a lot of water
out there on the Nullarbor.

Practice Greens
You’ll have more time to sharpen up your
own putting with these practice greens. They
significantly cut down on the maintenance
required for real grass and there are never any
problems with plug marks. Every shot reacts as
if were on a normal putting green.
Tee Line
This is state-of-the-art Grass That Lasts is perfect
for elite driving ranges. It features fantastic
playability and gives a very realistic feel to the
golfer by minimising vibration. Tee Line is also very
hard-wearing, which is extremely important when
it’s being driven on all day, every day.

Tees for your Golf Course
These tees can be used on any hole on your
golf course from the first hole, right through
to the 18th, and even 19th if you’d like. They’re
playable all year round and require no watering,
no Mowing and no maintenance, which means
more time at the 19th.
We have recycleable grass

For more information or for a free quote, call 1300 558 089 or email info@grassthatlasts.com.au
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